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Los Angeles, California, . Spotlight Capital Holdings Inc. (OTC.PK: SLCH) is an emerging
entertainment holding company, which is poised to become a leading media and marketing
company serving a niche international distribution platform. Spotlight Capital
Holdings, announced today that it has begun negotiations to acquire an equity stake in One
West magazine.
Our relationship with One West Magazine will enhance Spotlight's over-all business
strategy. As our core focus is on acquisitions of completed projects with well known actors and
producers. It increases our reach among millennial men and women reaching an enormous
audience, creating an unmatched opportunity for advertisers to connect with this highly-valued
audience across multiple media channels. Stated Mr. Aaron Johnson President of Spotlight.
Spotlight management is optimistic for this transaction to be accredited to its fiscal 2017
financial performance. Spotlight will provide more detail when it reports its fiscal 2017
financial second quarter results.
The investment into One West Magazine is the latest in a series of targeted acquisitions,
launches and alliances for Spotlight Capital Holdings, Inc., which will be announced in due
course. The management team at Spotlight has also been executing a strategy to expand its
network television footprint in assisting in the development of a made for network reality
series. Over the last year, Spotlight has worked diligently to bring these projects to
market. Look for the launch of the Spotlight's comprehensive website soon which will show
case these projects.
About One West Magazine: One West Magazine has launched itself into the spotlight. This
magazine reaches a broad audience all over the United States and abroad. Currently it is being
considered the source for all things Fashion, Hip-Hop, Political News, Health and much
more. The cover has been dawned by celebrities such as: Chris Brown, Amber Rose, Lil Flip,
Nick Cannon, Chad Moss (Little Bow-Wow), Tech 9 just to name a few. The magazine has had
the privileged of interviewing a range of sought after figures, such as: The real Tony Montana,
also an exclusive and very candid interview with Hip-Hop Icon Mr. Russel Simmons. The
interview is on the magazine and Radio One website now. One West Magazine and One West
Radio hit the ground running less than two years ago. Through determination, incredible inside
connections and having the finger on the pulse of the next big story, great things have happened
short-order with this in demand publication and media enterprise.
Safe Harbor Statement
This news release may contain "forward-looking" statements. These forward-looking statements are only predictions
and are subject to certain risks, uncertainties and assumptions that could cause actual results to differ from those in
the forward looking-statements. Potential risks and uncertainties include such factors as uncertainty of consumer
demand for the Company's products, as well as additional risks and uncertainties that are identified and described in
Company's SEC reports. Actual results may differ materially from the forward-looking statements in this press

release. Statements made herein are as of the date of this press release and should not be relied upon as of any
subsequent date. The Company does not undertake, and it specifically disclaims, any obligation to update any
forward-looking statements to reflect occurrences, developments, events, or circumstances after the date of such
statements.
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